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UNIVERSAL TOKEN OF RIGHTS & LIBERTIES 

BENEFACTORS/SYMPATHIZERS/INFORMAL FORMAL ASSERTORS/ADVOCATES/SUPPORTERS 

     We are creation of an international coalition of rights defenders, journalists, economists, thinkers and 

IT specialists in order to generate social mechanism to promote implementation of human rights and 

freedoms adherence principles based on impact / social investing and economics algorithms 4.0 with 

Unconditional Global Basic Income. 

  

     But we are inviting all to join our efforts in implementing cutting edge technologies in order to 

promote human rights and freedoms all over the world and contribute to global discussion of Universal 

Token of Rights & Liberties (Token of Peace/TRL) project. 

  

     It is important to put TRL on the current agenda. We need people to speak out openly on the need 

for such a global instrument. For some, it's Universal Basic Income, for others it's rights and freedoms, 

or understanding that they are creating a safe environment for their children. 

We are creating first and foremost a social mechanism, and that is what we need to talk about. The 21st 

century is a century in which mankind must improve social rather than military technology. The Token pf 

Peace campaign is a lively public discussion. 

  

     For our global research community - TRL Alliance, we are looking for advisers in the scientific world. 

Of course many organisation, in the event of showing support to us, can include its representative as a 

advisor or Ambassador as well as recommend advisors for any direction and participate in the formation 

of infrastructure for implementation of the idea. 

But everyone can participate  in create TRL. It was necessary for every everyone to be involved in the 

creation of an open-minded and equal world. 

You may have little time for us (which is understandable), but evidence is that the world needs a social 

mechanism like TRL. You are like millions of people in the world can testify to this. This does not bring 

any reputational losses, as such a mechanism is really needed. It is necessary for developing and 

developed countries, the rich, poor, and middle class. 

  

     A true Global UBI should not be subject to governments (but should respect states like TRL does), so 

we should not expect politicians to be the first to take the initiative or rely on them /// A coalition of UBI 

activists, human rights defenders, journalists and our Benefactors/Sympathizers/informal formal 

Assertors/Advocates/Supporters is enough to become visible. 

  

     Our Team – Humanity 

 

Change.org stats: http://bit.ly/TRL_change_org 

Volunteer’s community: https://trl-global.org/humanity  
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